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Stellar Updates

Why Vaccinate?

Recent changes and updates to
Stellar:
Electronic Claims
Some carriers and/or clearinghouses refuse claims with a message loop 2310B, PRV not
required. A change has been
made so that choosing format
style EDS, tax type EIN or SSN
and no group number meets that
need.
Paper Claims
A change to use non-allowed part
of services as Paid Amount in
box 29 is now available. Special
setup – call support for info.
A problem which repeated the
first digit of Units, box 24g has
been fixed. This caused 10 units
to print as 110, etc.
The box 32 zip code will now
print nine digit format.
Patients Quick Notes
Improved copy and paste function so that a warning is given to
save the note after pasting.
Patient Billing
Problem with Minimum Due
when using Family Billing option
has been fixed.
When using the insurance type of
lawyer (LW), the lawyer’s name
will now print.
Appointments
The ‘Multi’ appointmets button
could occasionally crash Stellar.
An invalid date could also do this.
Fixed.
Summaries
Daily/Monthly/Yearly Summaries
have been improved to run faster
from remote workstations.

"All great truths begin as blasphemies."--George Bernard
Shaw.
Smallpox:
England was one of the first
countries to mandate smallpox
vaccination. The penalties were
severe - loss of property and jail.
Still, many parents refused to
vaccinate themselves and their
children.
Then a few brave scientists
released studies questioning the
efficacy of vaccines. It took nearly 20 years to get the law
repealed (1919). In a population
of 40,000,000 people the deaths
from smallpox promptly dropped
from 44,000 to 28 per year.
http://tinyurl.com/65fzy3 Must Read!
Polio:
The sickness and paralysis that
came to be known as ‘polio’ was
unknown prior to the widespread
use of insecticides and herbicides. The first onslaught of
cases occurred when the Army’s
stores of Monsanto DDT were
promoted and sold to the public
after WWII. Yet the medical/drug
establishment searched feverishly for bacteria and viruses. On
April 12 1955 Salk announced
successful testing of a polio vaccine. A huge investment in PR,
including endorsement by
President Eisenhower.
Vaccinations began immediately.
Within weeks, medical authorities
were inundated with reports of
children stricken with polio. The
damage control team went into
action. By manipulating the statistics and reclassifying the
symptoms, polio epidemic was

miraculously over. The coverup (and profits)
continue today while millions of new victims are
told they have Acute Flaccid Paralysis (AFP),
aseptic meningitis, Guillain-Barré, or now, West
Nile virus (WNV).
http://tinyurl.com/5pjmw9

Hoax:
Searching for children who had not been
exposed to mercury in vaccines -- the kind of
population that scientists typically use as a "control" in experiments -- Dan Olmsted, former UPI
reporter, scoured the Amish of Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, who refuse to immunize their
infants. Given the national rate of autism,
Olmsted calculated that there should be 130
autistics among the Amish. He found only four.
One had been exposed to high levels of mercury
from a power plant. The other three -- including
one child adopted from outside the Amish community -- had received their vaccines.--- -Deadly
Immunity By ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR.
See also: http://www.generationrescue.org/history.html
Now 1 in 100 children have autism, 1 in 5 asthma, 1 in 10 dyslexia, 1 in 20 Attention-deficit disorder, Epilepsy 5-8 per 1000, Cerebral Palsy (1
in 400 to 1 in 166), an epidemic of Type 2 diabetes---- -and the number one suspect is vaccination. The Government/Vaccine Industry is
going to carry on vaccinating, covering up, and
claiming vaccines are safe, until every other
child has a vaccine induced disease. Only education and positive action can stop it.
http://www.whale. to/b/hoax1. html

Many of us have been vaccinated, and have
vaccinated our children. I regret that it took me
so long to learn the truth about vaccines. If you
have, or will have children or grandchildren,
what do you plan to do?
Arm yourselves with knowledge! Corporations
(government, from city to federal are now incorporated) are driven only by profit!
Join the National Health Federation! Started in
1955, this organization has conducted major
campaigns against fluoridation, vaccinations,
toxic pesticide spraying, and for mandatory poultry inspection. They have helped chiropractors
become licensed in over 40 states, helped gain
recognition of acupuncture, and funded lawsuits
to protect rights of alternative doctors, chiropractors, and health-food store owners.

Patient
Questionnaire
All health care providers obtain entering information from the patient. There are three main components of this:

1) Billing information
2) Presenting condition
3) Patient History
This has great practical utility and gathers the
necessary information efficiently. Perhaps of
even greater importance is the protection this
information can give the patient from potential
harm. Appropriate questions in the Presenting
and History portion can alert you to potential
danger of injury or even death to the patient by
otherwise perfectly safe procedures.
What is presented here is designed to make you
think about the third item on this list.
Does your Questionnaire obtain information
about previous or existing liver, kidney, stomach,
gall bladder or circulatory problems? Did you
know that a B-12 shot can kill in certain cases?
Can any of your therapy devices stop a pacemaker? To stimulate your thinking, we have
placed a suggested list of questions on our web
site. You can download it in .pdf format if you
would like to use it. There is also a complete
Questionnaire. http://www.stellarchiro.com/ (Click
on Resources.)

Backups
Ask us about rotating multiple backups to your
flashdrive! Simple and fast!!!

Humor - NOT

